
THE VISION™

 Length Width Flat Depth

 26’ 10’ 5’

 23’ 10’ 5’

 20’ 10’ 5’

 16’ 10’ 5’

+ Sleek, modern design allows for unlimited
 landscaping possibilities for both traditional
 and modern aesthetics

+ Large bench located at the step end with
 option to incorporate spa jets

+ Well-positioned entry and exit steps lead
	 down	to	the	pool	floor

+ Flat-bottom design make it the perfect pool
 for playing pool games or for exercising

THE FREEDOM™

 Length Width Flat Depth

 30’ 13’ 1” 5’

 26’ 3” 13’ 1” 5’

 23’ 13’ 1” 5’

+ Large bench located at the step end with
 option to incorporate spa jets

+ Flat-bottom design makes it the perfect pool
 for playing games or exercising

+ Option to incorporate a swim jet system to
 provide resistance training for the avid
 swimmer

+ Convenient entry and exit steps allow access
 from both sides of the pool

THE FREEDOM™

WITH SPLASH PAD
 Length Width Flat Depth

 38’ 1” 13’ 1” 5’

 34’ 4” 13’ 1” 5’

 31’ 1” 13’ 1” 5’

+ Large splash pad is ideal for young kids to
 splash around or adults to relax on pool
 lounge chairs

+ Flat-bottom design makes it the perfect pool
 for playing games or exercising

+ Option to incorporate a swim jet system to
 provide resistance training for the avid
 swimmer

+ Convenient entry and exit steps allow access
 from both sides of the pool

+ Large splash pad depth (7” top to bottom  
    making it ideal for bubbler jets)

*Splash pad is 8’ 1” long

 Length Width Shallow Deep

 40’ 15’ 5” 4’ 4” 7’

 35’ 15’ 5” 4’ 4” 6’ 6”

 30’ 15’ 5” 4’ 4” 6’

THE ILLUSION™ + Our newest design featuring a full-width
 splash pad

+ Entry access from three sides of the splash pad

+ Sophisticated modern styling will enhance all
 types of backyard designs 

+ Built-in fun pad that everyone can enjoy

+ Large swimming area for both exercise and
	 fitness	

+ Deep end seats/exit steps

 Length Width Shallow Deep

 40’ 15’ 6” 4’ 1” 6’ 6”

 35’ 15’ 6” 4’ 1” 6’ 2”

 30’ 15’ 6” 4’ 1” 5’ 10”

THE MARVELOUS™ + Features a wide bench seat running the entire
 length of the pool

+ Large, unobstructed swimming corridor, ideal
 for playing games or swimming laps

+ Well-positioned entry and exit steps lead
	 down	to	the	pool	floor

+ Sleek, modern design allows for unlimited
 landscaping possibilities

+ Safety ledge surrounding perimeter of pool

 Length Width Shallow Deep

 40’ 15’ 6” 4’ 2” 6’ 8”

 35’ 15’ 6” 4’ 2” 6’ 4”

 30’ 15’ 6” 4’ 2” 6’ 1”

 26’ 13’ 4’ 1” 5’ 7”

 23’ 13’ 4’ 1” 5’ 5”

THE INSPIRATION™  + Soft curvature without loss of swim space

 + Large built-in fun pad provides the perfect 
       playground for adults and children alike

 + Secondary bench area located at the deep 
       end of the pool Not available on 23’ and 26’

 + Convenient entry and exit steps

 + Splash pad depth approx. 18”. 
       Water will come up to your calves.

 Length Width Shallow Deep

 35’ 14’ 6” 3’ 6” 6’ 6”

 30’ 14’ 3’ 6” 6’

 26’ 12’ 6” 3’ 6” 5’ 7”

THE FANTASY™ + Beautiful,	free-flowing	design	provides
 softness of curvature without the loss of
 swim space

+ Design allows for numerous landscaping   
 options

+ Built-in fun pad that everyone can enjoy

+ Convenient entry and exit steps located at
 both the shallow and deep ends

 Length Width Shallow Deep

 40’ 15’ 6” 4’ 8’

THE CELEBRATION™  + Features large swim corridor ideal for avid     
       swimmers

 + 8’ deep end allows for Type 1 diving board

 + Ledge runs along the shallow end entry-  
       side, providing bench seating and an area  
       for relaxation

 + Varying depths plunge to 8’ to  
       accommodate swimmers of all heights



Spa  Length Width Deep

Round 8’ 8’ 2’ 10”

 Spillover 8’ 8’ 2’ 10”

THE DREAM SPA™

     ROUND

+ Relax in the soothing warm water of your
 own spa

+ A popular way to reduce stress and anxiety 
+ Use of your spa prior to bed could make it
 easier to sleep 
+ Circular design allows for multiple
 landscaping options, as a complimentary
 feature or a stand-alone focal point 
+ Spillover design is available so that you can
 elevate the spa above the pool turning it into
 a water feature

 Length Width Shallow Deep

 40’ 15’ 6” 4’ 7” 6’ 8”

 35’ 15’ 6” 4’ 7” 6’ 4”

 30’ 15’ 6” 4’ 7” 6’ 1”

THE BRILLIANT™ + Built-in spa located at the shallow end next
 to entry steps and fun pad

+ Large built-in fun pad provides the perfect
 playground for adults and children alike

+ Secondary bench area located at the deep
 end of the pool

+ Convenient entry and exit steps

+ Splash pad depth (top to bottom) is
 approximately 18” 
 (Water will come up to your calves)

*Spillover option available upon request

Spa                Length           Width         Deep

Square 7’ 5” 7’ 5” 3’ 2”

 Spillover 7’ 5” 7’ 5” 3’ 2”

THE DREAM SPA™

     SQUARE

+ Enjoy having soothing warm water massage
 your body

+ Spa owners enjoy the opportunity to reduce
 stress and anxiety through daily usage 
+ Use prior to bedtime could relax your nerves
 and muscles allowing for a better and easier 
 sleep

+ Square design is complimentary to the classic
 swimming pool models or can be utilized as a
 stand alone spa with multiple jets 
+ Spillover design is available so that you can
 elevate the spa above the pool turning it into
 a water feature

*Spillover option available upon request

THE PEARL™

     TANNING LEDGE

 Model Length Width Deep

Pearl 10’ 5” 7’ 5” 12”

THE MERCURY™

          TANNING LEDGE

Model Length Width Deep

 Mercury 10’ 5” 6’ 10” 12’
*Spillways designed in 16” segments *Spillways designed in 16” segments

color options
S E V E N  S T U N N I N G

Imagine Pools™ products are crafted with the deepest, richest, 
highest quality gelcoat finishes, and backed by a 10-year 

Surface Warranty. With a full palette of colors that are absolutely 
stunning to look at, Imagine Pools’™ gelcoat finishes offer you 

amazing options to fully enjoy “Life at its Best™.” 
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